NAME (please print): ________________________________  Student # ________________

Please indicate all that you are applying for:
- ☐ Area of Merit in Debate requires three options from list below
- ☐ Excellence in Debate requires four options from list below

Requirements:
- ☐ Maintain at least a 3.5 GPA in Debate classes

Area of Merit Requirements (must complete at least 3):
- ☐ Made finals round in at least 3 tournaments
- ☐ Received a superior rating at Region
- ☐ Attended State Competition
- ☐ Received at least 75 NFL points
- ☐ Competed in 5 tournaments in the course of one year
- ☐ Been in the debate class for at least one full year
- ☐ Have been a debate officer or captain

Excellence in Debate additional requirements (must complete at least 4):
- ☐ Place 1st in region
- ☐ Make it to finals round at State Competition
- ☐ Qualify for the National Tournament
- ☐ Have at least 300 NFL points
- ☐ Attended 15 tournaments
- ☐ Have been a debate officer or captain
- ☐ Been in the debate class for three years

Cumulative Debate GPA __________

SUBMIT TO DEBATE COACH FOR REVIEW